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Manning Publications, United States, 2012. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. DESCRIPTIONRoo is a lightweight Java development tool that works within
existingprocesses, to rapidly produce high-quality, 100 Java code. Rooenforces correct coding
practices and patterns and instantly integratesnot only with Spring, but also with virtually every
mainstream Javatechnology.Roo in Action is unique book that teaches how to code Java in
Roo,with a particular focus on Spring-based applications. It starts by gettinginto the Roo mindset,
along with a quick-and-dirty guide to setting upRoo effectively. Through hands-on examples,
readers will learn howRoo creates well-formed application structures and supports bestpractices
and tools. The book then goes beyond the basics to importanttopics like integrating security,
messaging, advanced user interfacetools and cloud computing. Finally, readers learn how to
integrate Roomore tightly with existing Spring projects and to create and deploycustom Roo add-
ons.KEY POINTSFÂ Teaches rapid application development with RooFÂ First and only book on
Spring RooFÂ Covers it all, from basics to best practices.
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ReviewsReviews

Great eBook and beneficial one. Yes, it is actually play, nevertheless an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this book from my i and dad
recommended this ebook to understand.
-- Jessyca  Lubowitz  I--  Jessyca  Lubowitz  I

An extremely wonderful book with perfect and lucid information. This can be for all those who statte there had not been a really worth reading through. Its
been written in an exceptionally easy way and it is only after i finished reading this ebook in which actually modified me, alter the way i really believe.
-- K a elyn Reichel-- K a elyn Reichel
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